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Discover how to build a multi crypto coin
wallet with Exodus



In this lesson we will have a look at The exodus wallet and look
at the steps in setting up your wallet. 

Exodus is a multi crypto currency wallet that is supported on
you desktop PC, mobile phone and now even offer support on
the Trezor hardware wallet

In this tutorial we are going to be focusing the desktop version
of the exodus wallet

Part 1 Create a Portfolio

Step 1 Start by visiting https://www.exodus.io/

Step 3
You will then be taken to a screen where you can pick
the version of Exodus you would like to download.
Here we will select the desktop version for windows.

Step 2 In the upper right corner  select Download.

From here you will want to be sure you know where you are
saving the file. Locate the file and then open it.



Note: Once  you open up Exodus for the first time, you may
be prompted to set up a new wallet and  create a password.
You may also be asked to back up your recovery phrase. It is
extremely important that you write these down on a piece
of paper and store them somewhere safe. DO NOT keep a
digital copy such as a screenshot or photo.

Now that your new Exodus wallet has been setup it will look
something like this. If you do not know where to locate your
recovery phrase to back up your wallet or haven’t backed it
up upon setup see the image below to locate the backup
button.



You will then be taken to a screen that looks similar to this
(see image below). Hover over each number to reveal the
word in the phrase. Make sure you write down each word in
the proper order. If you make a mistake ie mispel a word or
put the words in the wrong order and need to recover your
wallet in the future those mistakes could cause your funds.
To be lost Forever.

A Recovery Phrase is a series of 12 to 24 words associated
with you wallet in the event that something happens to your
computer or device you can use this phrase to recover your
wallet.Note: Never Ever share your recovery phrase with
anyone or take any digital copies as anyone who has access
to your recovery phrase can also access your funds.



1.This is where you can see the total value of your
portfolio(s).
2. Home can be used to navigate to the home screen of your
Exodus wallet.
3. Wallet allows us to navigate through the individual assets
in your portfolio.
4. Exchange is where we can exchange coins right inside of
exodus.
5. Backup allows us to view our recover phrase to backup
our Exodus wallet.
6. Settings is where we can personalize our wallet, manage
devices and get more details about the various assets
8. Portfolio takes you to the portfolio view of our wallet.
9. Transactions lets you view a list of transactions.
10.Whats New is where you can find information regarding
the latest features in Exodus.
11. 24H Change is where you will see the percentage change
of your portfolio in the past 24 hours
12. Highest Balance  here you can see the highest value of
your portfolio based on the coins you held and their highest
value at the time you held them.
13. Portfolio Age Shows how many days old your portfolio is 
14. Best 24H Asset indicates the best performing asset in
your portfolio. 
15. Worst 24H Asset Shows the worst performing asset in
your portfolio.

Now let's have a look at each of the sections we outlined in
the Exodus wallet and see what feature exist in each section
we will begin with the Wallet section.



Below we can see the wallet tab displayed.

Use this search feature to locate specific coins.

In this section we can see a list of assets. This menu will also
display the total coins held as well as their value.

Here is another view that shows the amount of coins held and
their value.

The image below displays the send button this is where we will
be able to send coins from our Exodus wallet to another
address.



Receive is where we can receive coins from an external wallet
to this address. Make sure you are sending coins to the right
address for example only send Bitcoin to a Bitcoin address and
Litecoin to a Litecoin address etc.

We can use the button in the next illustration to swap one coin
for another

Finally in the next image is where we can access some
additional feature like Exporting our wallet address

Now let’s have a look at how to send, receive and exchange
funds



Paste the address you wish to send funds to.Step 2

Enter either the dollar or crypto amount you wish to
send.Step 3

Start by clicking the Send buttonStep 1



Verify that the amount you are sending is correct.Step 4

Be sure you have enough to cover  miner fees. You can
also check the the available balance after the funds have
been sent .

Step 4

Click the send button to complete the transaction.Step 5



To start, click on the Receive button Step 1

You can use the QR code to send funds to your walletStep 3

Next we will have a look at how to Receive funds into our
Exodus wallet.

The image in the box below displays you wallet address.
You can copy it to your clipboard by clicking on the icon
just to the right of wallet address.

Step 2



If you need to email your crypto address to yourself or
someone else you can use this button to do so . Step 4

If you would like to view or verify the status of the
transaction on the blockchain you can do so here.

Step 5

Add a subheading

Lastly for this section we will see how to do an exchange
between two crypto currencies right inside the Exodus wallet.

Step 1 Begin by Selecting the Exchange button as show below. 



In the section choose the currency you would like to sendStep 2

Add a subheading

Next choose the crypto coin you would like to receive. Step 3



You can use this section to choose a specific amount of crypto  or
USD to exchange. In this example we have chosen 38.57 which is
about the minimum for this exchange at present time.

Step 4

Add a subheading

Here can see the amount of the crypto you will receive in
return along with the dollar amount.

Step 5

You can choose whether you would like to exchange the
minimum amount ie the minimum amount of Bitcoin for Dash,
Half the amount ie. half the amount of Bitcoin you have in the
wallet for Dash or All of the coin in this case all of the Bitcoin
you have in the wallet for Dash. Note: Exodus has a minimum
amount you can use to exchange one coin for the next and the
exchange rate can be quite high compared to other exchanges.
Be sure to do your own research before using this feature.



Once you have verified all the information you can click
the Exchange button to initiate the swap.

Step 6

Note: it could take up to 1hr to receive your coins. The new
coins will be received directly into your Exodus wallet.

Last but not least we are going to have a brief look  at the
Setting and Help buttons and discuss some of the features
that are available. Let's begin by clicking on the settings button
as shown below



Assets is where you can navigate a list of assets.
Devices allows you to sync mobile wallet if you have a
mobile version of the exodus on your smartphone. 
Security is where you can choose to auto lock your Exodus
wallet after a certain amount of time. 
Personalize allows you to customize your Exodus wallet. For
example you can change the base currency from USD to EUR
you can also change the background colors, textures, and
skins. 
The Search box allows you to quickly search through specific
assets in the Exodus wallet. 
In this section we can see list the assets displayed with in
your Exodus wallet. 
Actions allows us to preform quick actions such as send,
receive and exchange.
Description gives a brief description about each asset.
Identifying current and potential use cases.
Enable all allows us to view all the assets that are currently
available in the Exodus wallet.
 Show All This allows us to view either the current assets we
have enabled, assets that are currently disabled or a list of
assets that have available balances in our Exodus wallet. 
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2.

3.

4.

5.
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7.
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10.

Finally we have the Help tab which can provide you with very
useful information such as FAQs and how to videos. There is
also a help desk and email support.

This concludes our Exodus wallet tutorial!


